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While chiral magnetic skyrmions have been attracting significant attention in the past years, recently, a new
type of a chiral particle emerging in thin films − a chiral bobber − has been theoretically predicted and ex-
perimentally observed. Here, based on theoretical arguments, we uncover that these novel chiral states possess
inherent transport fingerprints that allow for their unambiguous electrical detection in systems comprising sev-
eral types of chiral states. We reveal that unique transport and orbital characteristics of bobbers root in the
non-trivial magnetization distribution in the vicinity of the Bloch points, and demonstrate that tuning the details
of the Bloch point topology can be used to drastically alter the emergent response properties of chiral bobbers
to external fields, which bears great potential for spintronics applications and cognitive computing.
Nowadays, chiral magnetic skyrmions are believed to serve
as one of the fundamental blocks for future magnetic tech-
nologies, such as racetrack memories [1] or artificial neu-
rons [2–4]. These fascinating topologically protected chi-
ral particles can be characterized with the quantized flux of
the “emergent” magnetic field Bem ∼ nˆ · (∂xnˆ × ∂ynˆ)
(i.e. the density of topological charge) due to the spatially
non-trivial distribution of spins nˆ(x, y). They also display a
number of dynamical effects which make them promising po-
tential bits for efficient creation and manipulation by external
fields [1, 5]. One of the most crucial aspects for the implemen-
tation of skyrmionic devices is the ability to distinguish the
emergence and dynamics of skyrmions by referring to elec-
tronic transport measurements, which are normally associated
with the topological Hall effect arising from the presence of
Bem [6, 7]. On the other hand, it was recently predicted theo-
retically and subsequently confirmed experimentally [8], that
in thin films of chiral magnets an intricate interplay of exter-
nal fields, temperature and exchange interactions can result in
the formation of novel chiral particles – chiral bobbers [9].
In contrast to skyrmions that form in tubes [10], chiral bob-
bers are localized at the surface and manifestly incorporate
a so-called Bloch point (BP) into their structure. These are
characterized by fast non-adiabatic changes of the local mag-
netization around them.
The experimental discovery of bobbers [8] represents an
important milestone in magnetism. While earlier it was as-
sumed that in chiral magnets there is only one type of particle-
like objects− skyrmions− the work by Zheng and co-authors
shows that the physics of quasiparticles in chiral magnets is
significantly richer, and at least two types of particles with
different physical properties may coexist in the same sam-
ple. Similar to elementary particles such magnetic quasi-
particles may interact with each other with attractive or re-
pelling forces controlled by the strength of the external mag-
netic field. The discovery of a new type of magnetic quasi-
particle opens the vista for new research aiming to investigate
the lifetime and mobility of such particles, their collision, and
fusion as well as the possible discovery of other, so far un-
known, magnetic quasi-particles. The discovery of bobbers
has also possible practical implications, since the simultane-
ous presence of skyrmions and bobbers in the same racetrack
can significantly simplify the realization of skyrmion-based
memories [8]. In this context, an important fundamental chal-
lenge lies in achieving a clear distinction between various
chiral magnetic states, such as skyrmions and bobbers, by
most reliable and efficient means of magnetotransport mea-
surements.
In this work, based on microscopic theoretical arguments,
we reveal that the two distinct topological phases of skyrmions
and chiral bobbers are distinguishable by means of electronic
transport. We demonstrate that the transition between these
topological phases is accompanied by a drastic change in the
Hall conductance and an overall enhancement of the orbital
moment. We uncover that this effect is a direct consequence
of the complex interplay between the strongly non-collinear
distribution of spins on the atomic scale occurring at the tip
of the bobber, i.e., at the Bloch point, and effects of electronic
hybridization. We found that while the Hall and orbital signa-
ture of skyrmions is insensitive to the thickness of the sample,
the Hall signature of bobbers exhibits a strong linear thickness
dependence, which suggests a duality between Bloch points in
real space and Weyl points in Weyl semimetals. We demon-
strate that this linear scaling provides the key to engineering
a skyrmion-bobber-racetrack with all-electrical read-out. We
also uncover the extreme sensitivity of the transport properties
exhibited by the chiral bobbers to their structure, and specu-
late that this makes them promising candidates as basic ele-
ments for reservoir computing [4, 11]. This provides a solid
foundation for the integration of these particles into the future
generation of memories and devices [8].
In this work we focus on thin films, infinite in the (x, y)-
plane, with a thickness hS of up to 30 layers in the z-direction,
see Fig. 1(a). For transport and electronic-structure calcula-
tions the skyrmion tubes and bobbers were considered on a
14×14×hS cubic grid periodically repeated in-plane, so that
a square lattice of spin textures was formed. The parametriza-
tions for the skyrmion tube (ST), Fig. 1(a), single-surface
Bobber (SSB), Fig. 1(e), and twin-surface Bobber (TSB),
Fig. 1(b), were obtained by initializing the spin dynamics code
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2FIG. 1. Spin structures of the considered systems. (a) The magnetic structure of the skyrmion tube. The isosurface indicates regions of in-plane
magnetization. The color of the spins indicates the polar angle of the magnetization according to the color scale on the right. hS indicates the
slab thickness. (b) The magnetic structure of the twin surface bobber (hB = 5). The close-up on the single-surface bobber is shown in (d).
hB stands for the thickness of the bobber, dBB stands for the distance between the Bloch points of the twin-surface bobber. In (c) the central
column of spins of the structure in (b) is shown. (e) Eight nearest spins around the Bloch point at the bottom of a single-surface bobber in (d).
spirit [12] with analytic approximations of these structures
and relaxing these until convergence was achieved. In order
to mimic the orbital complexity and electronic properties of
thin transition-metal films, the electronic structure of the stud-
ied spin textures was modelled within the tight-binding ap-
proximation for p-electrons, assuming nearest-neighbor hop-
ping on a cubic lattice. The values of the hopping integrals
(Vppσ = −1.5 eV, Vpppi = −0.3 eV), exchange splitting of
1.4 eV and spin-orbit strength of 0.4 eV correspond to typical
values in thin film and multilayered transition-metal systems
which exhibit skyrmionic states [13, 14]. To access the Hall
transport properties [15, 16] we used the Berry curvature ex-
pression for the intrinsic Hall conductance, where the Berry
curvature is Ωnxy(k) = −2 Im
〈
∂kxunk
∣∣∂kyunk〉, with unk
as the lattice-periodic part of the wavefunction of band n at
Bloch vector k. Using this expression, we arrive at the values
for the intrinsic Hall conductance per layer, which we refer to
as the Hall conductivity (HC) in the following. It is given by
σxy =
1
hS
∑occ
n
∫
BZ
Ωnxy(k) dk (in units of e
2/h). To access
the orbital magnetization of the textures we used the formal-
ism of the modern theory [17–19] to arrive at the values for
the orbital moment per unit cell, M . For further details see
Supplementary material [20].
We start by analysing the Hall transport properties of the
skyrmion tube texture, see Fig. 1(a). The Hall conductivity
of a ST as a function of the Fermi energy EF , presented in
Fig. 2(a) for hS = 30, exhibits a double-peak structure re-
sembling the total electronic density of states (DOS) in the
system [20]. By varying the thickness of the film we discover
that the HC of the ST varies only slightly, as exemplified in
Fig. 2(b) for EF = 2.1 eV. The corresponding topological
robustness of the Hall transport is further confirmed by the
small variation of σxy in response to in-plane shrinking or ex-
panding of the ST texture [21]. While such behavior could
be expected from the topological Hall effect of skyrmions in
the adiabatic limit of a very large texture without spin-orbit
interaction [22, 23], it is remarkable to find a similar stability
for orbitally complex strongly spin-orbit coupled states. Here
one might expect an ultra-sensitive dependence on deforma-
tions of the magnetic structure which is not observed in our
data. Our findings firmly put the ST type of the spin texture
into a distinct topological class which can be characterized by
a robust value of the intrinsic σxy , the exact value of which is
determined by the electronic-structure details.
On the other hand, the behavior of σxy of chiral bobbers is
manifestly different. While the overall dependence of the HC
on EF is qualitatively very similar for the ST, SSB and TSB
textures, see Fig. 2(a), and the total DOS of all three systems
are basically indistinguishable [20], both types of bobbers ex-
hibit linear growth in σxy as a function of the film thickness,
Fig. 2(b). As a result, the HC of the single surface bobber sig-
nificantly exceeds that of the ST over a large range of hS , as
exemplified for EF = 2.1 eV in Fig. 2(b), being as much as
three times larger than the ST σxy for hS = 30. Notably, this
result, both in terms of general trend as well as absolute mag-
nitude of the Hall conductivities, pertains over a wide region
of spin-orbit strength down to 0.1 eV [20]. We believe that this
finding motivates the design of a system, where various tex-
tures can be distinguished by magnetotransport measurements
only. Since according to our calculations the HC of ferromag-
netic films is negligible irrespective of hS , the distinct Hall
transport properties of bobbers must originate in the strong
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FIG. 2. Hall transport properties of chiral bobbers versus skyrmion
tubes. (a) Hall conductivity of the ST (black), SSB (green), TSB
(blue) is shown for hS = 30 and hB = 5 as a function of the Fermi
energyEF. (b) Hall conductivity atEF = 2.1 eV, marked with a thin
dashed line in (a), is plotted as a function of the slab thickness hS.
The color code is the same as in (a). The inset shows σxy of SSB and
TSB textures as a function of the distance between the Bloch points.
(c) σxy is shown as a function of the height hB of the SSB (open
blue circles) and TSB (solid black circles). M is indicated by the
axis on the right as a function of hB for the SSB (open red squares)
and TSB (solid green squares). For very large values of hB both the
SSB and TSB will transform into ST-like systems, thus converging
to a common value of the HC.
variation of the magnetization in the vicinity of the BPs.
The characteristic distribution of the spins around the BPs
in bobbers, depicted in Fig. 1(d,e), reflects the fact that they
present a special type of effective “monopoles” emerging in
real-space [24, 25]. This is best understood taking the TSB as
an example: while the spins around the upper Bloch point in
Fig. 1(c) all point towards it, the lower BP has all surrounding
spins pointing away from it, and thus the lower and upper BPs
act as a source and sink of the magnetization, respectively. In
fact, a certain resemblance exists between the properties of
the TSB (with Bloch points along z separated by dBB) and a
magnetic Weyl semimetal [26, 27] exhibiting a pair of Weyl
points of opposite chirality in reciprocal k-space (e.g. along z
separated by kw), which serve as sources and sinks of k-space
Berry curvature. Notably, in case of an ideal Weyl semimetal,
it can be shown that the intrinsic anomalous HC obeys the law
of σxy ∼ kw [28], which is in a qualitative agreement to the
behavior of the HC of a TSB system when replacing the k-
space distance kw with the distance between the BPs in real
space, dBB , see inset of Fig. 2(b). Moreover, the difference
in the Hall properties between the SSB and TSB textures can
be grasped after introducing an “image charge” [24, 25] of the
SSB slab by adding its mirror image with respect to the lower
surface of the film, and thereby defining dBB as the distance
between the original single Bloch point and its image of op-
posite charge. Thus, in the case of a SSB, dBB corresponds
to twice the distance between the Bloch point and the bottom
surface of the slab. Introducing this unified dBB parameter re-
veals a remarkable agreement between the HC curves for the
SSB and TSB, see inset in Fig. 2(b).
One of the main differences between the ST and bobber
textures is the spatial localization and magnitude of the local
emergent magnetic field Bem which is qualitatively propor-
tional to the local scalar chirality between neighboring spins,
Bem ∼ Si · (Sj × Sk) [23, 29, 30]. While the overall flux
of Bem through any layer of the ST and bobber textures is
similar, the local magnitude of Bem at the BP can exceed the
averaged Bem in the ST by an order of magnitude. Here, the
adiabatic assumption which is the defining idea behind the
emergence of Bem cannot be expected to be valid. This has a
drastic effect on the properties of the electronic states emerg-
ing in bobber textures as discussed in the following. It also
leads to a pronounced dependence of the HC on the details of
the distribution Bem around the Bloch points. This stands in
sharp contrast to the “topological” behavior of the Hall effect
in STs or Weyl semimetals. To convince ourselves of the lat-
ter, we monitor the changes in the HC as we scale the shape
of the SSB along z and change its height hB, see Fig. 1(b),
thereby tuning the spatial extent and local magnitude of Bem.
As a result of this, we observe a drastic enhancement of the
HC with decreasing hB for SSBs and TSBs, see Fig. 2(c).
On the other hand, remarkably, the pronounced transport of
bobbers is not dominated by the surface contribution, as one
might anticipate given their real-space confinement. We show
this by computing the layer-resolved HC, which characterizes
the magnitude of the Hall current flowing within a thin slab of
thickness L between layers N and N + L of the film in re-
sponse to the electric field applied within the same region (for
more details see Supplementary [20]). We can conclude from
our calculations for a SSB and a ST performed for L = 3,
hS = 17 and EF = 2.1 eV and presented in Fig. 3(a), that
the overall rise of the HC in the bobber system as compared
to the ST in this case can be attributed to the enhancement of
the Hall current more or less uniformly within the film. This
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FIG. 3. (a) The magnitude of the Hall conductance of a 3-layer slice
of the 17-layer thick film containing a ST, and a SSB (hB = 5), as a
function of the position of the slice in the film (see text for details).
(b) A cut of the local DOS through the middle of the unit cell inte-
grated from −1.8 eV to −1.7 eV (indicated in green in Fig. 2a) for a
ST, SSB and TSB with hS = 30 and hB = 5.
points at the fact that the presence of the Bloch points results
in a formation of delocalized electronic states (via imposing
the boundary conditions on their spin part) which carry large
Berry curvature. An example of such states can be seen in
Fig. 3(b). In this plot, the apparent non-trivial behavior of
the states across the film in bobber systems stands in sharp
contrast to the relatively uniform in z nature of the electronic
states in STs. The linear behavior of the σxy of bobbers in
Fig. 2(b) can be then explained by the thickness-dependent
enhancement of the geometrical “strength” (as given by the
Berry curvature) of the corresponding emergent states whose
properties are also extremely sensitive to the boundary condi-
tions encoded in the details of the spin distribution around the
Bloch points.
The findings of our paper concerning transport properties
are applicable to the orbital magnetism exhibited by the tex-
tures as well. In recent years, it was shown from model con-
siderations, tight-binding and ab-initio studies, that the pres-
ence of non-zero scalar spin chirality in large skyrmions as
well as in strongly frustrated spin systems is inevitably as-
sociated with pronounced contributions to the orbital mag-
netization (OM), which arises in response to the emergent
field Bem [31–35]. Indeed, our calculations indicate the non-
vanishing topological contribution to the OM in STs, however,
an intriguing finding is that the OM of chiral bobber systems
is very closely correlated with the behavior of the HC, see for
example Fig. 2(c). Given the enhancement of the Hall signal
of TSBs and especially SSBs, as compared to STs, we spec-
ulate that the corresponding enhancement of the orbital mag-
netism could be used to detect and distinguish different chiral
textures by referring to orbitally sensitive techniques such as
XMCD [35].
The pronouncedly much stronger sensitivity of the trans-
port characteristics of chiral bobbers versus skyrmion tubes
to the fine details of the spin distribution marks them as
very attractive candidates for reservoir computing [4, 11].
Indeed, the non-linear voltage characteristics exhibited by
pinned skyrmions have been pivotal for suggesting skyrmions
as basic elements for this particular realization of cognitive
computing [4]. This is based on the observation of the de-
pendence of skyrmion’s resisitivity on texture deformations
brought by the applied current − the effect which should be
much more prominent in chiral bobbers. In addition to ex-
ploiting the current-induced spin torques for modifying the
shape of the bobber, we suggest that the recently observed
effect of current-induced Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
(DMI) could be also used for this purpose [36, 37]. Within
the latter scenario, the applied current can modify the strength
of the DMI in the system in a manifestly non-linear fashion
with respect to the current density [36, 37]. Given the direct
dependence of the bobber depth hB on the DMI strength [10],
this should in turn result in strongly non-linear current-voltage
characteristics of chiral bobbers.
To conclude, the central result of our paper, that is the
linear scaling of the Hall signal with the bobber separation,
opens a way to engineering the transport properties by thick-
ness and electronic structure design in such a way that chi-
ral bobbers can be distinguished from skyrmion tubes by all-
electrical transport measurements. This is a highly promis-
ing opportunity which can be exploited in future racetrack
devices. Moreover, we speculate that the pronounced differ-
ence in Hall transport of various textures that we observe in-
evitably extends to longitudinal transport and tunneling prop-
erties, such as e.g. magnetoresistance, anisotropic magnetore-
sistance and scanning tunneling microscopy fingerprints, as
well as to current-driven dynamical phenomena such as the
bobber Hall effect and current-driven bobber motion. Over-
all, our findings open up a whole new horizon of possibilities
associated with the diversity of emergent chiral dynamics and
chiral transport, and gear us toward an integration of the zoo
of topological chiral phases in future technologies.
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